Alexander Turnbull Library
University of Auckland Libraries and Learning Services

Robin Hyde literary and
personal papers

Title of the documentary heritage item or collection
This should be the complete name of the documentary
heritage as it is usually known. Use a second language
if the item is known by more than one name,
e.g. Te Tiriti o Waitangi/Treaty of Waitangi.
Include dates if they are usually part of the name.

Robin Hyde literary and personal papers

Section 1

Nominator Details

Split collection between Alexander Turnbull Library
and University of Auckland (UoA).

This section is for information about the source of the nomination and the authority under which it is made.
A copy of the Aotearoa New Zealand Memory of the World programme's privacy policy is available on its website.
1.1 Name of nominator (person or organisation)
Full name of the person(s) or organisation(s) making
the nomination. If the organisation has a name in more than
one language provide them in the preferred order. The
nomination may be submitted jointly by more than one
person or organisation

Chris Szekely
Chief Librarian
Alexander Turnbull Library,
National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Te Tumu Herenga, Libraries and Learning Services
The University of Auckland
Te Whare Wānanga o Tāmaki Makaurau

1.2 Relationship to the nominated
documentary heritage
Explain the nominator’s relationship to the documentary
heritage. For example, the nominator may be a responsible
officer of the library or archive which owns it; or he/she may
be a private individual with a research interest in it.

The Chief Librarian is appointed under the National
Library Act 2003 to ensure the Alexander Turnbull
Library fulfils its purpose to:
•

Preserve, protect, develop, and make
accessible for all the people of New Zealand
the collections of that library in perpetuity and
in a manner consistent with their status as
documentary heritage and taonga; and

•

develop the research collections and the
services of the Alexander Turnbull Library,
particularly in the fields of New Zealand and
Pacific studies and rare books; and

•

develop and maintain a comprehensive
collection of documents relating to New
Zealand and the people of New Zealand.

Alexander Turnbull Library is the owner and custodian
of the Robin Hyde | Iris Wilkinson collection. The bulk
of the collection was purchased from Derek Challis in
2007.
Special Collections,Te Tumu Herenga, Libraries and
Learning Services University of Auckland is the
custodian of a significant portion of Robin Hyde’s
literary papers.
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1.3 Contact person
Provide the name of the person who is responsible
for the nomination process.

John Sullivan − Kaiārahi Ratonga Tiaki | Curatorial
Services Leader, Alexander Turnbull Library.
Dr Nigel Bond. Team Leader Cultural Collections
(Special Collections), Libraries and Learning Services,
University of Auckland.

1.4 Contact details
Provide sufficient details to allow easy communication
with the contact person.

John Sullivan
Email: John.Sullivan@dia.govt.nz
Phone: +64 4 474 3115
Nigel Bond
Email: nigel.bond@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64 9 923 7168

Section 2

Identity and Description of
the Documentary Heritage

2.1 Title of inscription
If the nomination is successful, what do you want it to be
titled (e.g. for certificates)? Please use a maximum of 6
words. In the order of preference add the title in an
additional language.

Robin Hyde literary and personal papers
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2.2 Description of the documentary heritage
This should include a full description of what is included in
the documentary heritage, its scope and its size. Include
details of the type of documents e.g. letters, film, images
etc.

Robin Hyde (born Iris Guiver Wilkinson) filled many
roles in her 33 years, including; poet, novelist,
journalist, playwright, war correspondent, mother,
socialist, feminist. This collection holds documents
that elucidate these roles and the fervour with which
she lived her life.
Alexander Turnbull Library
The collection submitted for nomination is extensive
and covers all of Hyde’s 33 years. The bulk of the
collection comprises annotated typescripts, journals,
literary drafts, plays, diaries, manuscripts, poems
(including the first on record that she wrote at 9 years
old as Iris Wilkinson) and corresponding notes, and
some comparative text / prose from Hyde’s later life. It
also contains photographic prints, albums and
negatives either previously belonging to or related to
Hyde.
One segment of the collection contains
correspondence, including postcards, and letters
between Hyde and such figures as Johannes C.
Andersen − the first librarian of the Alexander Turnbull
Library. The correspondence collected here, dating
from between 1937 to her death in London in 1939,
illuminates Hyde’s disposition, wit and character well.
There are also newspaper clippings and articles
pertaining to Hyde’s poems, life and other literary
works collected in this section.
The photographs in the collection cover Robin Hyde’s
early life and adolescence, as well as her later literary
life and the circle that surrounded her then [1920s1930s]. Included are photographs that Hyde took
herself of her circle and family, as well as collected
portraits taken of her.
There are 236 folders in total holding papers relating
to Robin Hyde, along with 2 photo albums and 250
photographic prints and negatives. The collection is
robust and provides a depth of insight into who Hyde
was, as well as the movements and debates that her
work was responding to during a volatile period in
New Zealand society.
Special Collections, University of Auckland
Libraries and Learning Services
Special Collections holdings of Robin Hyde literary
papers comprise eight separate collections of
manuscript and typescript material. The bulk of the
material dates from the 1930s and includes drafts and
annotated typescripts for Journalese, Check to your
king, Passport to hell, Wednesday’s children and
some 600 of Hyde’s poems. Combined the collections
measure approximately 0.7 linear metres in total.
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Overview
The holdings of the Alexander Turnbull Library and the
University of Auckland Special Collections are
complementary. While the University of Auckland
holds drafts and proofs of her major novels, the
Alexander Turnbull Library has rich holdings of
correspondence, notebooks, preliminary notes, plays
and her later poems.
In addition to these holdings, Auckland Libraries hold
in their Manuscripts Collections a number of
significant items of correspondence and
autobiographical pieces, as described in the
Appendix:

2.3 Catalogue, registration or bibliographic details
This should include any bibliographic, registration, inventory, MS Group 1648, Challis, Derek Arden, 1930- : Papers
relating to Robin Hyde
classification and/or call numbers that uniquely identify the
documentary heritage.
MS Papers 1724, Wilkinson, Iris Guiver 1906-1939 :
Papers
PA Group 00226, Challis, Derek Arden, 1930-:
Photographs relating to Robin Hyde
Robin Hyde literary papers. ca 1930-1937. MSS &
Archives 97/1
Please refer to Appendix one for detailed listings.

2.4 Visual documentation
Where available and appropriate, supply photographs or
videos of the documentary heritage. Send image files as
separate attachments and record captions here.

Please refer to Appendix two.

Please provide images that can be used for the purposes
of promoting Memory of the World.
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2.5 Bibliography
This should be, where possible, a list of 3-6 published
sources that have been produced using (i.e. drawing
heavily on) the documentary heritage to attest to the
item/collection’s significance.

Challis, Derek, and Rawlinson, Gloria. (2002). The
book of Iris: a biography of Robin Hyde. Auckland,
N.Z.: Auckland University Press.
Deely, Juanita. (2018). “A Home in this World”. New
Zealand: iDeels Productions.
Edmond-Paul, Mary. (2008). Lighted Windows: Critical
Essays on Robin Hyde. Dunedin, N.Z.: Otago
University Press.
Leggott, Michele. (2003). Young Knowledge: The
Poems of Robin Hyde. Auckland, N.Z.: Auckland
University Press.
Paul, Mary. (1999). Her Side of the Story: Readings of
Mander, Mansfield, & Hyde. Dunedin, N.Z.: Otago
University Press.
Paul, Mary. (2011). Your unselfish kindness: Robin
Hyde’s autobiographical writings. Dunedin, N.Z.: Otago
University Press.
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Section 3

Assessment Against the Criteria

3.1 History/provenance
Provide a summary of the provenance of the documentary
heritage. For example, how and when was the material
acquired and integrated into the holdings of the institution?

Alexander Turnbull Library
The bulk of the Robin Hyde collection was purchased
by the Alexander Turnbull Library from Hyde’s son,
Derek Challis in 2007. Prior to this it had been in
Challis’ care and had been used for his own research
into his mother’s life.
The collection as a whole was received into the
Manuscripts and Archives section, from which other
formats were transferred to the Photographic Archive
and the Drawings & Prints section.
Other material is held at MS-Papers 1724. This
collection of 0.01 linear metres was assembled by the
Library from items of varying provenances. It consists
of correspondence in the period 1936-1939 between
Johannes Carl Andersen, Warwick Lawrence and
Robin Hyde. This collection holds rich insights into
Hyde’s friendships and relationships.
A portion of the collection has now been digitised,
including portraits of Hyde that were used as author
photos for her books. In its totality, the collection holds
materials from 1910 to 2000; with the largest section
of the collection holding papers and photographs from
the 1920s and 1930s.
Special Collections, University of Auckland
Libraries and Learning Services
The Hyde literary papers held by Special Collections
were gifted to the University of Auckland in the early
1960s by Hyde’s son Derek Challis. Two of the
collections, MSS & Archives B-12a and B-12b, include
additional material donated by Challis in 2003.

3.2. Uniqueness of the documentary heritage
Give a brief explanation of why the documentary
heritage is unique and irreplaceable.

The content within the Robin Hyde collection
documents her life, her work, her diverse experiences,
and her relationships both from her own perspective
and those with whom she shared moments of her life.
Annotated manuscripts, notebooks and drafts
demonstrate her creative process and inner workings
and allow us to trace the development of some of her
now classic literary offerings. Segments of the
collection also provide insight into socialist, political
and feminist thinking of the time. The collection
materials are unique in content, scope, and detail and
cannot be found in any other institution in New
Zealand or abroad.
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3.3 Assessment against the significance criteria
Provide an explanation of what criteria the documentary
heritage meets and why it meets those criteria. The
documentary heritage must meet at least one of the criteria
in this section. An explanation of each criteria is given on
the front page of this form.

Time:
Robin Hyde was born in Cape Town in 1906 and died
in London in 1939. She lived as an adolescent through
one world war and was working during the build-up to
a second. Within the Robin Hyde papers, what can be
tracked are the inner workings and observations of a
woman who was experiencing significant social and
cultural change around her, as well as her own inner
turmoil and at times chaos – a narrative evocative of
its time of social unrest and political instability
following WW1, during The Great Depression and
leading up to WW2.
Between 1925 and 1939 Hyde was a political and
social commentator and journalist, worked for the New
Zealand Truth, the Christchurch Sun, the Wanganui
Chronicle, and the New Zealand Observer, wrote 5
books and 2 collections of poetry across four years at
Grey Lodge Auckland Mental Hospital, was one of the
first female war correspondents in the world in 1938
as she covered the Sino-Japanese conflict in China,
and published 10 books of poetry and prose along
with countless articles and columns in the space of 10
years.
In this collection we have a vivid snapshot of the world
around and within Robin Hyde during this time, at one
of the most historically layered and complex moments
of the first half of the 20th Century.
Place:
Iris Wilkinson travelled to New Zealand with her
English-Australian parents when she was one month
old. The Wilkinson’s settled in Wellington, in a series
of houses in Newtown, Melrose and Berhampore.
Hyde then lived and worked between Wellington,
Whanganui, Auckland, and Christchurch before
leaving New Zealand in 1938 for China and eventually
England. Her work and the papers in this collection
echo the places that Hyde moved within, particularly
her writing on Whanganui, Wellington and China.
At a time when most essays on the regions of New
Zealand were tourist advertisements attempting to
entice you to the town, Hyde’s approach was often
based around Māori life and custom as the epicentre
of the place rather than a side-line flourish. For Hyde,
the future of New Zealand was in the Pacific and in
forging a new identity for ourselves out from the
shadow of the old world. This is evident in her writing
on Aotearoa.
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People:
Robin Hyde’s journalistic and literary offerings provide
us with irreplaceable detail on what it was like as a
woman, a New Zealander, a professional and a
human being during the period that she was working;
one full of social, cultural, industrial and political
development as well as uncertainty. We are also
afforded insight into key figures of the time who were
in Hyde’s circle in both the correspondence and the
photographs.
Through the collection a nuanced portrait is painted of
a multiplicity of identities at the time, including those
that Hyde inhabited as well as those she was richly
observing around her.
Subject and Theme:
These papers provide key insights into multiple facets
of the human experience, and hold up a mirror to New
Zealand society from the 1910’s to 1939. Through
them, we can track the experience of and
developments within New Zealand literature, poetry,
journalism, mental health care, war correspondence,
playwriting, feminism, socialism and politics.
Intersecting all these subjects broached within Hyde’s
work is her passion for issues of social equality in New
Zealand, and her search for the creation of a distinct
New Zealand voice. It is remarkable how many
themes within New Zealand life and experience Hyde
was able to contribute to and assist in developing
during her life.
Form and Style:
Hyde’s distinctive contributions to New Zealand
literature and journalism, traced throughout these
papers, demonstrate her historical significance.
Hyde’s papers attest to her ability to walk in multiple
worlds, while challenging the status quo around her by
which she refused to be moulded. The material in this
collection is an invaluable resource for research into
New Zealand at the time, and is unique to our distinct
narrative of searching for an identity and place of our
own.
It holds layered and multivalent linguistic and aesthetic
value, all of which draw a map of one of the most
interesting minds to carve out a space for herself in
New Zealand and abroad at the time. Hyde’s range,
originality and drive are captured within these papers.
Further detail on the significance of this collection
is provided in the testimonials below.
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3.4 Testimony of at least two independent experts
The committee requires testimony from at least two independent people or organisations who can
give an informed opinion about the significance and provenance of the documentary heritage.
The informed opinion should focus on the criteria for inscription provided above and on the front
page of this form. Please provide up to one page from each expert in support of your submission.
Note: the fields in italics will not be included on the version uploaded to our website.
Expert One
Name Dr Michelle Elleray
Qualification(s) BA, Victoria University of Wellington; MA (Hons), University of Auckland; PhD, Cornell
University.
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As a scholar who has worked on and taught Robin Hyde’s novels, I strongly support the application for the Iris
Wilkinson / Robin Hyde collection split between the Alexander Turnbull Library and Special Collections at University
collections to be added to the UNESCO Memory of the World register. The accumulative collection meets the
requirements to be of known provenance, unique, and closed. Additionally, the collection fulfils the following
categories, as laid out in the nomination form:
Time: Hyde’s writing reflects the period following World War One, a significant period when Pākehā New Zealand
came to understand New Zealand as an independent nation rather than an outpost of England. Her socialist ideas
reflect the political moment, with the election of the first Labour Government in 1935, while her attention to Māori,
colonization, and nationalism can be seen as a pre-emptive response to the then upcoming centenary of the signing
of the Treaty of Waitangi, New Zealand’s founding document. In both her biography and literary writing, Hyde reflects
the difficulties women faced as they challenged gender norms and carved out professional space in the workforce in
the interwar period.
Place: Hyde wrote at a time that saw the emergence of the Man Alone school in New Zealand writing, Man Alone
being both a novel and a mythology of the isolated Pākehā male struggling with a forbidding landscape of bush and
mountains. Her writing provides an important counterpoint to this view, instead centring women and their negotiation
of imported norms of genteel domesticity, or describing the urban areas that were occupied by those marginalized
through poverty and/or ethnicity. Hyde’s letters, journalism and literary writing situate New Zealand internationally, for
instance through her support of New Zealand’s independent stance in the League of Nations on the Italian
occupation of Abyssinia (now Ethiopia), when New Zealand broke from Britain and the other white settler states.
Towards the end of her (relatively short) life, Hyde journeyed to England via China when it was under Japanese
occupation. As the lone female journalist from the West, Hyde documented her experience of the Second SinoJapanese War, on the one hand recognizing the new scenes around her through the lens of New Zealand, on the
other pushing back at the Western placement of China at an exotic distance through her first-hand accounts of the
immediate impact of the war on individual Chinese.
People: Hyde was in correspondence with famous local authors of the time who would come to represent a distinct
and critically important school in English-language New Zealand literature (e.g. Frank Sargeson), as well as
politicians such as John A. Lee who helped shape New Zealand’s institutional response to the Great Depression. At
least as important, Hyde gave voice to the marginalized and dispossessed, in particular the nameless women who,
like herself, dealt with childbirth outside marriage, the diminishment of their professional skills, and the effort to
survive in the face of poverty.
Subject and theme: In both her personal life and her writing, Hyde provides a singular evocation of what it meant to
be a thoughtful, literary, and socially engaged woman in a society that relegated women to the society and fashion
pages, both as readers and writers. Through both her life and writing runs a relentless effort to occupy spaces
dominated by men and to write from those spaces without replicating their norms. In her writing Hyde consistently
returns to two key interests: the experience of those who do not fit easily into mainstream society and its normative
expectations, and the articulation of New Zealand as a settler nation within the Asian-Pacific region rather than a
mere colonial outpost of Britain.
Form and style: a journalist, novelist, poet and travel writer, Hyde’s corpus provides multiple genres through which
to engage with the issues of her location in time and place. In my own scholarship I have been particularly taken by
Hyde’s turn to fantasy in her novel, Wednesday’s Children. While then a genre that was derided by serious authors,
we now recognize the capacity of fantasy to voice alternate realities for those marginalized by society’s dominant
norms, values and structures. Wednesday’s Children thus provides an example in miniature of Hyde’s work more
generally.
Hyde’s biography is at least as compelling as any fiction, encompassing physical disability, addiction to painkillers,
precarious mental health, two children born outside the legitimizing umbrella of marriage, poverty, and suicide
attempts. The personal devastation revealed in this list is balanced in Hyde’s writing by her dry humour. The
accumulative Iris Wilkinson / Robin Hyde collection provides a unique and invaluable collection of texts, both written
and visual, that provide insight into a key moment in New Zealand’s history, written from a perspective that dominant
society of the time had not yet recognized as significant, but that we now do.
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Expert Two
Name Dr Michele Leggott
Qualification(s) MA English, University of Canterbury; PhD, University of British Columbia

When New Zealand poet, novelist, journalist and solo mother Robin Hyde died in London in 1939 at the age of 33,
she left a vast archive of manuscripts attesting to her passionate engagement with the social and political concerns
of the 1920s and 1930s. Hyde, whose given name was iris Wilkinson, always thought of herself primarily as a poet.
But her fierce commitment to causes ranging from the rights of women and the working classes to colonial injustices
and the making of a national psyche in the inter-war years led her to repurpose her poetry as searing prose, her
journalism as base material for novels and short stories, and her experience as an unmarried mother as a template
for feminism before the world properly understood the term. To understand Robin Hyde it is necessary to track her
through the different kinds of writing she employed to bring her convictions to the audiences of her day. Her
publications, now in print again thanks to the efforts of scholars and presses, give us the top layer of her intricately
connected writings. A biography (2002), extensive selected poems (2003) and a volume of autobiographical writings
(2008) fill out the picture. But it is the richness of Hyde’s archive that continues to fascinate casual readers and
scholars alike each time someone draws on its materials and lets us hear the voice that is so contemporary in its
address to human strength and human fragility. From the archive emerges her struggle with mental health 1933-37
as a voluntary patient at the asylum in Avondale in Auckland. Poems, short stories, journals and letters allow us to
piece together her experience. Similarly, our understanding of Hyde’s journey to China and England in 1938-39,
when she was caught behind Japanese lines in China for several months, is enhanced by reading the poems that
accompanied her journalist reports from the front and the letters to family and friends that provide further insight into
her singular experience as a female war correspondent of the Sino-Japanese conflict.
Robin Hyde is one of our most valuable witnesses to the state of New Zealand and its relations with the international
community in the period before the Second World War. That Hyde understood her role as a hinge between the
colonial past and the uncertain future is clear from many parts of her work. But perhaps nothing she wrote expresses
this pivotal position as powerfully as her prophetic long poem ‘The Book of Nadath’, written in the year before she left
for England. The poem is firmly anchored to the year of its composition and is Hyde’s most comprehensive
registration in poetic form of the social, political and personal dilemmas facing her generation. It begins:
The words of Nadath, the false prophet, written in the year 1937, in a house that stands on a bay of New Zealand: a
house of wood, iron and glass, and with the sea outside.
When a sick man's reason leaves him, his dreams and visions go in and out, mingling with the people who enter his
room: and who shall say which of them has substance?
So with a world that is sick: it cannot know the face of its truth.
Between them the Alexander Turnbull Library and the special collections at University of Auckland hold almost all of
Hyde’s archive, a situation due in large part to the preservation efforts of Hyde’s son and biographer Derek Challis. In
the early 1960s Challis gave the bulk of his mother’s poetry and novel manuscripts to Auckland University Library for
safe-keeping. In the mid-1960s Hyde’s psychiatrist Dr G.M. Tothill deposited her 1934 autobiography ‘Check to Your
King’, written at his instigation as therapy and gifted to him by Hyde, in the Auckland Public Library. And in 2007,
after completing the long-awaited biography with co-author Gloria Rawlinson, Challis deposited with Turnbull his
mother’s early poetry manuscript books, an unpublished novel and volume of short stories and the letters and late
poems written in China and England. Thus it is, with the addition of letters written to JHE Schroder and Pat Lawlor
(Turnbull), John A Lee (Auckland City) and William Downie Stewart (Hocken), that the broad sweep of Hyde’s
invaluable archival writing is accessible.
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The above experts have given their written permission to provide this information to the Memory of the World
Committee and they have agreed that the provided information can be published without email and contact details
and that they can be contacted by the Register Subcommittee if required.
Yes
No
Section 4

Legal Information

4.1 Owner (name and contact details)
Provide the name and full contact details of the owner
or owners, whether an institution or an individual.

Alexander Turnbull Library, National Library of New
Zealand Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
PO Box 12349
Wellington
New Zealand
(04) 474 3000

www.natlib.govt.nz
Special Collections, University of Auckland
Libraries and Learning Services
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
(09) 923 7168
https://www.library.auckland.ac.nz/
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4.2 Custodian (name and contact details if different
from the owner)
Provide the name and full contact details of the custodian,
whether an institution or an individual. Sometimes the
custodian of the documentary heritage may not be the
same as the owner. It is essential to establish both before
a nomination can be added to the Register.

As above

4.3 Legal status
State whether the documentary heritage is owned
privately, or by a public institution, or by a commercial
corporation. Details of legal and administrative powers for
the preservation of the documentary heritage should be
the name of the Act, or other instrument of administrative
power, that gives the owner and/or the custodian the legal
power to preserve the documentary heritage.

The documentary heritage at Alexander Turnbull
Library is owned by the Crown. Legal and
administrative powers for the preservation of the
documentary heritage are given under the National
Library Act 2003.
–
Collections held by Special Collections, University of
Auckland Libraries and Learning Services are owned
by The University of Auckland a body corporate
established under the University of Auckland Act 1961,
which accordance with the University’s Gift Acceptance
Policy undertakes that it will:
(a)
use reasonable endeavours to ensure the
material is preserved, protected, described and made
accessible in accordance with the University’s policies,
guidelines and plans.
(b)
apply all accepted archival theory, practice and
care to the material at all times.
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4.4 Accessibility
Provide a brief description of how the documentary
heritage may be accessed. All access procedures and
restrictions should be clearly stated.
There are three levels of access:
- access to verify the significance, integrity and security of
the material. This is the minimum condition for inscription
- access for reproduction, which is strongly encouraged
- public access in physical, digital, or other form

Alexander Turnbull Library
Access to verify the significance, integrity and
security of this material: This collection is held in
secure, environmentally controlled conditions in closed
stacks located in basement storage repositories within
the National Library building. Select staff have
authorised access to these areas by secure swipe
cards.
Access for reproduction: The Robin Hyde papers
have been partially digitised by the library and made
available to view online using the library’s National
Digital Heritage Archive viewer. Digitisation includes
manuscripts and drafts of Hyde’s poetry and literary
works, enabling researchers and the public to engage
with Hyde’s work both onsite and online. A portion of
the many photographs in this collection have also been
digitised, and high-resolution digital images can be
purchased by researchers for reproduction. Any
reproduction or reuse of content is subject to standard
New Zealand copyright law and appropriate citation.
Photocopies or digital copies from digitised or physical
materials can be made available for research purposes
on demand.
Public access in physical, digital or other form: All
material under consideration for nomination has been
arranged and described by Alexander Turnbull Library’s
Arrangement and Description team. Catalogue records
containing descriptions and provenance details are
available through the National Library Website. Material
in this collection is available to the public on request. To
view, readers must register and show verification of
their identity, viewing of original material can only be
carried out in the Turnbull Library’s secure Katherine
Mansfield Reading Room. The Reading Room is open
from 10am-5pm Monday to Saturday. The collection
has been microfilmed and these copies are also
available to researchers.
Special Collections, University of Auckland
Libraries and Learning Services
The Robin Hyde literary papers held by Special
Collections at the University of Auckland are stored in a
secure repository located in the General Library on
Alfred Street. The Special Collections’ repository is
alarmed and monitored.
The papers may be accessed by University staff and
students and members of the public in the Special
Collections’ Reading Room. The Reading Room is open
Monday to Friday from 12 noon to 5pm. Prior to
consulting the papers researchers are required to
complete a registration process which includes the
presentation of a photo ID (e.g., passport or driver's
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licence), and the approval of the Special Collections
Team Leader. Researchers are supervised by Special
Collections’ staff and monitored by CCTV. For some
Hyde collections reference photocopies may be issued
to researchers in preference to the original documents.
Detailed descriptions of the collections can be accessed
on the Libraries and Learning Services website through
either ‘Search Everything’ or the Manuscripts and
Archives catalogue.
4.5 Copyright Status
For documentary heritage items that are subject to
copyright, details should be provided on the relevant
copyright legislation and copyright owner(s). Any other
factors affecting the legal status of the documentary
heritage should be noted. For example, is any institution
required by law to preserve the documentary heritage in
this nomination?

Material created by Iris Wilkinson - Robin Hyde is now
out of copyright and classified as public domain,
however any third-party content included in the
collections may be in copyright.
The Library is required under the National Library Act
2003 to “preserve, protect, develop, and make
accessible for all the people of New Zealand the
collections of that Library in perpetuity and in a manner
consistent with their status as documentary heritage
and taonga”.

Section 5

Stakeholders

The nominating institution is accountable for consultation with
all relevant stakeholders before submitting the nomination.

5.1 Owner

The owner(s) of the documentary
heritage has been consulted:
Yes

5.2 Custodian

The custodian(s) of the documentary
heritage has been consulted:
Yes

5.3 Significant Stakeholders

No

No

Stakeholders with a significant interest in the content
of the documentary heritage e.g. iwi, family members,
have been consulted, if relevant:
Yes

No
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Section 6

Care and Preservation and Risk Assessment

Identify any risks to the survival of the nominated
documentary heritage. We understand if you have not
done a formal risk assessment.

Risk

Note: a successful inscription may assist you to obtain
funds to preserve and care for the nominated documentary
heritage.

Water

If your nomination is successful, we may request additional
information on the care and preservation of the inscribed
documentary heritage.

−

The Robin Hyde literary papers held by Special Collections
at the University of Auckland are stored in a secure
climate-controlled repository located in the General Library
on Alfred Street. The papers are stored in archival quality
acid-free folders and boxes to ensure their long-term
preservation. Where items have been identified as being
particularly fragile researchers are issued reference
photocopies instead. The risk of damage to the papers due
to water, theft, fire, handling damage caused by staff or
researchers and inherent vice are low.

Earthquake

Theft

Likelihood of Risk Occurring
Low: There are overhead water
sprinklers in the repositories. Materials
are shelved away from the front edges
of the shelves and are stored in such a
way that would prevent stray water
damage. The National Library building is
managed and monitored by Property
Services, Department of Internal Affairs.
Low: The library has recently installed
moveable barrier arms on the shelving
units to prevent collections from falling
off shelves in the case of an earthquake.
Foam liners under the collection items
on each shelf also work to prevent
movement.
Low: There is a high level of security.
Monitored alarms and CCTV cameras
operate in the Reading Rooms. Security
gates operate at the entrance to the
first floor of the National Library
building. Security guards are on site.

Fire

Low: The collections are protected by
smoke detectors, alarms and gas flood
fire suppression.

Reader/staff

Low/Medium: Staff are trained in care
and handling. Clients use materials only
in supervised Reading Rooms. Where
possible a digital surrogate is provided in
place of the original item. The originals
can be viewed at the discretion of the
Manuscripts Curator.

handling

Inherent vice

Low: Collections are kept in secure
storage under controlled environmental
conditions, including low temperature,
humidity and light levels, in rigid archival
protective enclosures.
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Section 7

Summary

Provide a brief summary describing the documentary
heritage and how it meets the criteria for inscription on
the Aotearoa New Zealand Memory of the World Register.

Iris Guiver Wilkinson (1906 – 1939), better known as
Robin Hyde, is widely known in New Zealand as the
author of The godwits fly (1938), Passport to Hell
Keep your summary to no more than 300 words as,
(1936), and Nor the years condemn (1938). She was
if successful, it will be used on the website
unescomow.nz to describe why the documentary heritage also a poet, journalist, political commentator, war
correspondent, editor, mother, feminist and socialist.
has been inscribed on the New Zealand Register and
given UNESCO recognition.
The Robin Hyde literary and personal papers held by
the Alexander Turnbull Library and Special Collections
at the University of Auckland illustrate many facets of
Hyde’s short but fierce life.
The literary manuscripts, notebooks, photo albums, and
correspondence held by the two institutions reflect a
great mind which was desperately using words in an
attempt to process the chaos unfolding around her
throughout her own battle with mental illness, the Great
Depression and the lead up to World War Two.
In her 33 years Hyde lived consciously as “a user of
words, a maker of words, and above all, a fighter with
words” (Te Ara). This ethos is omnipresent throughout
these collections of Hyde’s work, the scope and depth
of which is arguably yet to be emulated.
Her papers are a rich literary and historical resource for
interested academics and students and have been a
source of inspiration for contemporary film makers,
playwrights and writers.

Section 8
Inscription to a UNESCO Memory of the World register
provides an opportunity to promote the importance of
documentary heritage. We shall provide you with a
branded ‘tile’ to use on websites / social media and in
catalogues.
Give a brief overview of how your institution will use the
opportunity of a successful nomination to promote the
Memory of the World programme and the importance
of documentary heritage. You may wish to consult with
communications staff in your organisation to provide an
answer to this question.

Promotion of documentary heritage

The collection will be identified as inscribed on the MOW
register. This will appear as part of the metadata in the
catalogue records. The inscription will be promoted in both
internal and external publications and through various media
channels including social media, and potential external
communications. A blog will be written connecting the
significance of the Robin Hyde collection to that of similar
collections held by other institutions in New Zealand,
demonstrating the importance of our libraries and heritage
institutions in protecting documentary heritage and taonga
for future generations. The certificate of inscription will be
displayed in both libraries.
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Section 9
The Aotearoa New Zealand Memory of the World
Committee will also work with you and your
communications staff to obtain publicity for the
programme and for the successful inscriptions.

Permission to use visual documentation
Do you give permission for the Committee to use the
visual documentation you have provided for Aotearoa
New Zealand Memory of the World publicity purposes
(e.g. for brochures/website)?
Yes

No

I would like to be consulted first
Section 10
I am authorised to nominate the above documentary
heritage to the Aotearoa New Zealand Memory of the
World Register.

Declaration of Authority
Name:
Date:
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Appendix one
2.3 Catalogue, registration or bibliographic details
This should include any bibliographic, registration, inventory, classification and/or call numbers that uniquely identify
the documentary heritage.
Special Collections, University of Auckland Libraries and Learning Services.
Robin Hyde manuscripts of Bronze outlaw. [1930-1936?]. MSS & Archives-B-10
Robin Hyde literary papers. [1930-1936?]. MSS & Archives-B-11a
Robin Hyde literary manuscript. [1930-1936]. MSS & Archives B-11b
Robin Hyde literary manuscript. [1930-1936?] MSS & Archives B-11c
Robin Hyde literary manuscript. [1933-1934?]. MSS & Archives B-12a
Robin Hyde literary manuscripts. [1933-1934?] MSS & Archives B-12b
Robin Hyde literary manuscript. [1930-1936?]. MSS & Archives B-15
Alexander Turnbull Library Collection
ATL Reference
Number

Title

MANUSCRIPTS &
ARCHIVES
MS-Group-1648

Challis, Derek Arden, 1930- : Papers relating to Robin Hyde (235
folders, 32 volumes)

Series-4616

1 Correspondence - Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-191

Correspondence to Muriel Bradshaw (nee Innes)

MS-Papers-9110-192

Correspondence with Derek Challis

MS-Papers-9110-193

Correspondence from Maud Alice Cooke

MS-Papers-9110-194

Correspondence to Allen Curnow

MS-Papers-9110-195

Correspondence to Eileen Duggan

MS-Papers-9110-196

Correspondence to Mary Dobbie (nee Smee)

MS-Papers-9110-197

Correspondence to William Reed Edge

MS-Papers-9110-198

Correspondence to Ronald Holloway

MS-Papers-9110-199

Correspondence with Noreen Hutson

MS-Papers-9110-200

Correspondence to Eve Langley

MS-Papers-9110-201

Correspondence with Patrick Anthony Lawlor

MS-Papers-9110-202

Correspondence to John Alfred Alexander Lee

MS-Papers-9110-203

Correspondence from John Alfred Alexander Lee

MS-Papers-9110-204

Correspondence to Charles Allan Marris
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MS-Papers-9110-205

Correspondence to Gwen Mitcalfe (nee Hawthorn)

MS-Papers-9110-206

Correspondence with Gloria and Rosalie Rawlinson

MS-Papers-9110-207

Correspondence with John Henry Erle Schroder

MS-Papers-9110-208

Correspondence with John Douglas Stark

MS-Papers-9110-209

Correspondence to family

MS-Papers-9110-210

Correspondence to family (photocopy)

MS-Papers-9110-211

Outward correspondence

MS-Papers-9110-212

Inward correspondence

MS-Papers-9110-213

Post cards and greeting cards received

MS-Papers-9110-214

Unidentified inward correspondence

MSX-8202

Harry Sweetman file

Series-4618

2 Correspondence - Gloria Rawlinson

MS-Papers-9110-220

Correspondence with Muriel Bradshaw (nee Innes)

MS-Papers-9110-221

Correspondence from Derek Challis

MS-Papers-9110-222

Correspondence with Helen Hervey

MS-Papers-9110-223

Postcards from Helen Hervey

MS-Papers-9110-224

Correspondence with Pat Lawlor

MS-Papers-9110-225

Correspondence with John Alfred Alexander Lee

MS-Papers-9110-226

Correspondence with Gwen Mitcalfe

MS-Papers-9110-227

Correspondence with John Henry Erle Schroder

MS-Papers-9110-228

Correspondence with Margaret Scott

MS-Papers-9110-229

Correspondence with June Shearer

MS-Papers-9110-230

Correspondence mainly from Edith Ellinor (Nelly) Wilkinson

MS-Papers-9110-231

Other correspondence

Series-4577

3 Other correspondence relating to Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-215

Correspondence – Nelly Wilkinson

MS-Papers-9110-216

Other correspondence received or collected by Derek Challis

MS-Papers-9110-217

John Henry Erle Schroder on Iris

MS-Papers-9110-218

Correspondence from family - Derek Challis

MS-Papers-9110-219

Correspondence - John Alfred Alexander Lee

Series-4578

4 Notebooks
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MS-Papers-9110-150

Notes on 19th Century and early 20th Century New Zealand history

MS-Papers-9110-151

Notebook (photocopied extracts)

MS-Papers-9110-232

Extracts from 1935 journal

MSX-8181

Exercise book 3

MSX-8182

Exercise book 6

MSX-8183

Exercise book 15

MSX-8184

Exercise book 19

MSX-8185

Exercise book

MSX-8186

Exercise book

MSX-8199

Notebook

MSX-8200

Notebook

MSX-8206

Journal

MSX-8207

Notebook

MSX-8208

Exercise book 1

MSX-8209

Exercise book 2

MSX-8210

Notebook

MSX-8211

Notes for Nor the years condemn

MSX-8212

Dark forest

MSX-8213

Notes on Sir George Grey

MSX-8214

Bronze outlaw (i)

MSX-8215

Bronze outlaw (ii)

MSX-8216

Notebook

MSY-6662

Exercise book 4

MSY-6663

Exercise book 5

MSY-6668

The godwits fly - first drafts, Wear my ruby - first pages (Exercise book
14)

MSY-6669

The godwits fly (i) (Exercise book 16)

MSY-6670

The godwits fly (ii) (Exercise book 17)

MSY-6671

The godwits fly (iii) (Exercise book 18)

MSY-6674

Journal (Exercise 13)

Series-4584

5 Autobiography

MS-Papers-9110-176

Autobiography

MS-Papers-9110-177

Autobiography
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MS-Papers-9110-178

Autobiography

MS-Papers-9110-179

A home in this world

MS-Papers-9110-182

Journalese (i)

MS-Papers-9110-183

Journalese (ii)

MS-Papers-9244

Papers relating to A home in this world

Series-4580

6 Poetry

MS-Papers-9110-107

Pihsien Road / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-108

Fragments from two countries / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-109

Faraway / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-110

Derry's rhyme book / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-111

Deepdene / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-112

Sand / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-113

The birth right / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-114

Houses by the sea / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-115

De Thierrys' Progress / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-116

Poems by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-117

Bibliography

MS-Papers-9110-119

Poems / Robin Hyde ; transcribed by an unknown hand

MS-Papers-9110-120

Notes on poems

MS-Papers-9110-121

Notes on poems

MS-Papers-9110-123

Poems

MS-Papers-9110-124

Poems

MS-Papers-9110-125

Poems

MS-Papers-9110-126

Children's poems

MS-Papers-9110-127

Journey from New Zealand

MS-Papers-9110-128

Poems

MS-Papers-9110-129

Fragments of poems

MS-Papers-9110-130

Poems

MS-Papers-9110-131

Poems

MS-Papers-9110-132

Papers re Young knowledge

MS-Papers-9110-137

Reviews of The book of Nadath

MS-Papers-9110-138

The book of Nadath (i)

MS-Papers-9110-139

The book of Nadath (ii)
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MS-Papers-9110-140

The book of Nadath (iii)

MS-Papers-9110-141

The book of Nadath (iv)

MS-Papers-9110-142

Galley proofs

MS-Papers-9110-162

Untitled poem

MS-Papers-9110-122A

A soldier's babe; The song of lost causes
7 short stories

MS-Papers-9110-001

Achilles' tongue was his heel / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-002

The amber intercessor / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-003

America won the war / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-004

An incident aboard the whoosit / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-005

Apricots in season / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-006

Banty / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-007

Black Forest / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-008

Carnarvon walls / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-009

The cage with the open door / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-010

This Charmian / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-011

Cuckoo / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-012

Day for Enobarbus / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-013

Death of the artist / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-015

Fortunes / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-016

Foxes / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-017

The girl in the woods / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-018

God rest you, merry gentlemen / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-019

The hart ungalled / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-020

The hautboys / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-021

In search of reality / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-022

Lighted windows / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-023

Little lady / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-024

Lonely street / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-025

Men on crosses / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-026

Mirror in the woods / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-027

My countrymen - the tragic mask / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-028

My countrymen / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-029

My enemy / Robin Hyde
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MS-Papers-9110-030

One came back / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-031

One soldier / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-032

Pity / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-033

Portrait of the Artist / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-034

Red shoes / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-035

Reflections in the water / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-036

Rosina / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-037

Scented verbena / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-038

She came to Jalalabad / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-039

Six pomegranate seeds / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-040

A ceiling of amber / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-041

Inky fingers / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-042

Lonely street / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-043

Joshua and the Moon / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-044

The griffin objects / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-045

Temples / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-046

The story of the quarrelling silks / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-047

The honeysuckle miracle / By Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-048

At last, my salamander / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-049

Sanctuary / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-050

Sweet William / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-051

Miro miro / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-052

The outlanders / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-053

Waiata / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-054

The daughter of Miri / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-055

Somehow he seemed different / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-056

Strange dominion / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-057

Tall silver sister / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-058

The Christmas tree that was / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-059

The doll's house / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-060

The fan / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-061

The green boat / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-062

The harvest song / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-063

The ghost in the crinoline / Robin Hyde
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MS-Papers-9110-064

The house with horse-shoes / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-065

The lacquer box / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-066

The little bridge / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-067

The little shop / by Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-068

The pitiable / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-069

The red mouse of the Brocken / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-070

The setting of the star / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-071

Apricots in season / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-072

The silk hat spectre / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-073

The silver enemy / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-074

The sparrow is dead / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-075

A suicide has been arranged / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-076

The tea-set / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-077

A tree falls / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-078

The valuable article / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-079

Waitress, please / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-080

The sign of the water-front / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-081

These coming to sacrifice / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-082

Townie / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-083

Undertow / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-084

Victoria May's crusade / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-085

Who is who at the zoo / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-086

William Hayes and Hugh McKinnon / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-087

Waters of Lethe / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-088

The apricot tower / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-089

The blue butterflies / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-090

I have found it so / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-091

Weaker vessels / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-092

The butterflies looked queer / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-093

The China wreaths / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-094

The gateway into laughter / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-095

The Honey Cliffs / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-096

People out of Hell / Robin Hyde
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MS-Papers-9110-097

The woman in the house ; the plea of those who serve / by Ada Stow
(Robin Hyde?)

MS-Papers-9110-098

Jes and Hesperus / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-099

Someone lovely in the mirror / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-100

The sacred person of the emperor / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-101

An institution in Ruritania / Hannah Sircom (Robin Hyde?)

MS-Papers-9110-102

Birth of a New Zealander / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-103

Getting rid of Clarissa / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-104

No such world / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-105

Incomplete short stories and fragments / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-106

Inventories, bibliographies and research notes relating to short stories

MS-Papers-9110-234

Unidentified fragments

Series-4579

8 Novels

MS-Papers-9110-133

Come away, o human child

MS-Papers-9110-134

Wear my ruby

MS-Papers-9110-135

The godwits fly (draft)

MS-Papers-9110-136

The godwits fly - drafts of published version

MS-Papers-9110-143

The unbelievers (i)

MS-Papers-9110-144

The unbelievers (ii)

MS-Papers-9110-145

The unbelievers (i)

MS-Papers-9110-146

The unbelievers (ii)

MS-Papers-9110-147

The unbelievers (i)

MS-Papers-9110-148

The unbelievers (ii)

MS-Papers-9110-180

Nor the years condemn (i)

MS-Papers-9110-181

Nor the years condemn (ii)

MS-Papers-9110-185

Wednesday's children (fragment)

MS-Papers-9110-186

Check to your king ; fragments and notes

Series-4582

9 Plays

MS-Papers-9110-153

In this quiet room

MS-Papers-9110-154

For King and country

MS-Papers-9110-155

The King Cophetua

MS-Papers-9110-156

The club ; a play of asides
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MS-Papers-9110-157

The boggart who reformed

MS-Papers-9110-158

The beggars in the doorway

MS-Papers-9110-159

Eurydice

MS-Papers-9110-160

Chariot wheels

MS-Papers-9110-161

Untitled verse play

Series-4583

10 Essays, reviews & articles

MS-Papers-9110-014

For Thine is the Kingdom / Robin Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-152

Iris on Gloria Rawlinson ; introduction to The perfume vendor

MS-Papers-9110-163

Articles

MS-Papers-9110-164

China articles (i)

MS-Papers-9110-165

China articles (ii)

MS-Papers-9110-173

Robin Hyde on Maori

MS-Papers-9110-174

Minutes ; Association of friends of Orakei

MS-Papers-9110-184

Notes on Sir Harry Atkinson

Series-4599

11 Personal papers

MS-Papers-9110-149

Mental health records

MS-Papers-9110-166

Papers relating to will and estate

MS-Papers-9110-167

Correspondence relating to maintainence of Derek Challis

MS-Papers-9110-168

Royalty statements

MS-Papers-9110-169

Papers relating publication contracts and royalties

MS-Papers-9110-170

Certificates

MS-Papers-9110-171

Chinese travel documents

MS-Papers-9110-172

Visiting cards and other cards

MSX-8187

Dominion of New Zealand passport issued to Iris Wilkinson

MSY-6681

Derek Arden Challis, his scrapbook

Series-4620

12 Papers relating to John Douglas Stark

MS-Papers-9110-188

Correspondence of John Douglas Stark

MS-Papers-9110-189

Papers relating to John Douglas Stark

MS-Papers-9110-190

When the world seen red / by John Douglas Stark

MSX-8201

Account of the experiences of Douglas Stark recorded by C Murphy
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Series-4585

13 Research notes about Hyde

MS-Papers-9110-118

Papers relating to the New Zealand electronic poetry centre

MS-Papers-9110-175

Press cuttings re Bastion Point

MS-Papers-9110-187

Papers relating to photographs for inclusion in `The book of Iris ; A life
of Robin Hyde'

MS-Papers-9110-233

Pat Lawlor on Iris

PHOTOGRAPHS
PA-Group-00226

Challis, Derek Arden, 1930- :Photographs relating to Robin Hyde

PA1-o-1400

Photographs relating to Robin Hyde and her family

PA1-o-1401

Photographs of Robin Hyde and her circle

PAColl-9272-1

Photographs relating to Robin Hyde's childhood, adolescence and early
literary life

PAColl-9272-2

Photographs relating to Robin Hyde's later literary career and residence
in England

PAColl-9272-3

Photographs relating to Robin Hyde's life in New Zealand and her burial
in England

PAColl-9272-4

Photographs relating to Gloria Jasmine Rawlinson

DRAWINGS
PAINTINGS & PRINTS
A-358-038

[Wilkinson, Iris Guiver?], 1906-1939 :[Self-portrait. Robin Hyde. ca
1937]

E-925

[Rawlinson, Gloria Jasmine?], 1918-1995 :[Sketchbook. ca 1937]

Auckland Libraries
Reference Number

Title

NZMS 412

[Autobiography]. - [193-?]

NZMS 758

Letters to Allan A. Irvine, 1937 and 1939

NZMS 820

A home in this world

NZMS 837

Journal 1935; an autobiographical work.’
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Appendix two
Section 2.4: Visual Documentation
Where available and appropriate, supply photographs or videos of the documentary heritage. Send image files as
separate attachments and record captions here.
Please provide images that can be used for the purposes
of promoting Memory of the World.
This appendix includes digitised items from the Robin Hyde collection, including examples of some of the
papers within it and photographs. This is only a small representation of the material that has been digitised.
1. Visual documentation provided from University of Auckland collection begins on next page
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Figure 1 MSS97.1493b
Draft Poem (University of Auckland)
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Figure 2 MSS97.1 493a
Draft Poem (University of Auckland)
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2. Visual documentation provided from Alexander Turnbull Library

Figure 3 MS-Group-1648 Ref: A-358-038
Iris Guiver Wilkinson 1906-139, Self-portrait Robin Hyde ca. 1937 (ATL)
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Figure 4 Robin Hyde – Photograph taken by Tornquist Studio, 1930s
Ref num: PA1-o-1400-23-1 (ATL)
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Figure 5 Iris Wilkinson – Photograph taken by Peter Pan Studio on her birthday
Ref num: PAColl-9272-1-005, 19 January 1917 (ATL)
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Figure 6 Iris Wilkinson at Hanmer Springs
Ref num: PAColl-9272-1-045 (ATL)
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Figure 7 Iris Wilkinson and Derek Challis, 1931
PAColl-9272-1-058 (ATL)
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Figure 8 Portrait of Robin Hyde, 1932
Ref num: PAColl-9272-1-059 (ATL)
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Figure 9 Robin Hyde, Photograph taken as publicity for Passport to Hell – 1936
Ref num: PAColl-9272-2-007 (ATL)
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Figure 10 William Empson, James Bertram, Robin Hyde, and Mr Rainer – 1938
Ref num: PAColl-9272-2-02 (ATL)
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Figure 11 Iris Wilkinson at door of caravan, Pope's Hall, Kent – ca. 1939
Ref num: PAColl-9272-2-025 (ATL)
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Figure 12 Robin Hyde – Photograph taken by Jerome Ltd – December 1938
Ref num: PAColl-9272-2-026 (ATL)
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Figure 13 Notebook excerpt – from The godwits fly (i) (Exercise book 16)
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Ref num: MSY-6669-003 (ATL)
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